Dear Droners & Lovers of the UN-LIMITED music! Here are our mailorder-entries & release-news for JUNE 2011, the 4th "Newsflash"-update this year!

Lots of "experimental drone" based releases in this update, some recommended listings:
- the latest CDR-albums of our favourite Russian drone projects EXIT IN GREY & FIVE ELEMENTS MUSIC, a double CD by HOOR-PAAKRAAT from the U.S., the releases of so far unexplored label SEMPERFLORENS (by MATHIEU RUHLMANN, MICHAEL NORTHAM, JOHN GRZINICH, etc.), a new CDR by Swedish performer KENT TANKRED, stunning new compositions by HANNA HARTMAN on "H ^ 2", a remarkable FIRST HUMAN FERRO album dedicated to the first man in the Cosmos, a big anniversary book & incl. two 10"es vinyls on Tonefloat, a highly mysterious ELLENDE 10" vinyl (who are finally back it seems), an expensive but beautiful doCD by Siberian projects CLOSING THE ETERNITY & AD LUX TENEBRAE, a big anniversary book & incl. two 10"es vinyls on Tonefloat, a highly mysterious ELLENDE 10" vinyl (who are finally back it seems), an expensive but beautiful doCD by Siberian projects CLOSING THE ETERNITY & AD LUX TENEBRAE, new albums on "oceanic drone" cult-label MYSTERY SEA (and sidelabel UNFATHOMLESS), a new LP by PETER WRIGHT......

If you're interested in listening to SOUND-SAMPLES for specific items please follow the website-link / URL we list for the item if existing, all labels offer samples on their website.

Please send your orders & all communication to: drone@dronerecords.de

Please always mention THE PRICES (if you don't order through the website) to make our work on your orders easier & faster and to avoid further delays, thanks a lot!

All NEW items listed here are already listed in the database on the website, except for very rare / single copy items. If you're interested in listening to SOUND-SAMPLES for specific items please follow the website-link / URL we list for the item if existing, all labels offer samples on their website.

Please send your orders & all communication to: drone@dronerecords.de

PLEASE always mention THE PRICES (if you don't order through the website) to make our work on your orders easier & faster and to avoid further delays, thanks a lot!

WE ARE ALL DRONES ! BaraKa[H]

---

**NR. - TITLE - FORMAT - LABEL & CAT-NR - REL.-YEAR? - EDITION / LIM.?/ SPECIALS - PRICE - MORE INFO WWW**

**unknown nature... recommended if you like HALO MANASH, VRESNIT or MASTER MUSICIANS OF BUKKAKE**

http://vegvisir.info

1. **LP La Scie Doree SCIE 608 2011 re-edition of this album that came out in a special handmade ed. in 2008; TIMO VAN LUIJKs solo-project with sounds of unknown nature... recommended if you like HALO MANASH, VRESNIT or MASTER MUSICIANS OF BUKKAKE**

http://vegvisir.info

2. **ANACKER, MICHAEL / JACQUES BELOEIL - 30 maxi-CD Entr'acte 86 / Jazztone JT115 2010 KALLABRIS under his "real" name in live-collaboration with J. BELOEIL, don't expect anything expectable! This is a fascinating 30 minute, very structured and metric sound-piece "which takes us deep into the wastelands and marshes of the human brain" [The Sound Projector]! Lim. 300 in closed plastic bag with red print**

3. **ARBEIT / BEAUCHAMP / PALUMBO - Torino 012010 do-CD Tastotone Records 022 2011 collaboration between JOCHEM ARBEIT (guitar player of DIE HAUT and EINSTURZENDE NEUBAUTEN), PAUL BEAUCHAMP & FABRIZIO MODONESE PALUMBO (BLIND CAGE SALAMANDER); studio & live material, lim. 500 15,00 www.touretteredcords.com


5. **BADER, KARIN - same CD Denovali DEN96 2011 luxurious vinyl version of last years IMPORTANT RECORDS-CD; lim. 500 / 180gr vinyl 26,00 www.denovali.com

6. **AUN - Black Pyramid LP Denovali DEN83 2011 now the vinyl version of last year's AUN-masterpiece - uibar based dark drones of a tremendous power, waving blocks of distorted cosmic psychedelia (using synths & violin), polyphonic harmonies seem to be everywhere... lim. 300 / 180gr vinyl, luxury design 20,00 www.denovali.com

7. **AUN - Black Pyramid LP Denovali DEN83 2011 now the vinyl version of last year's AUN-masterpiece - uibar based dark drones of a tremendous power, waving blocks of distorted cosmic psychedelia (using synths & violin), polyphonic harmonies seem to be everywhere... lim. 300 / 180gr vinyl, luxury design 20,00 www.denovali.com

8. **AUN - Black Pyramid LP Denovali DEN83 2011 now the vinyl version of last year's AUN-masterpiece - uibar based dark drones of a tremendous power, waving blocks of distorted cosmic psychedelia (using synths & violin), polyphonic harmonies seem to be everywhere... lim. 300 / 180gr vinyl, luxury design 20,00 www.denovali.com

---

**BADRESENETICCUBE - The Other Heaven CD Athanor ATHN 020 2003 BACK IN STOCK the second album for the now well-known Russian duo that operates beyond the usual categories; THE OTHER AMBIENT is dark & sacrilegous post-industrial with ritualistic loops... 13,00**

---

**BEEQUEEN - Aughton - The Patient Books LP Beta-Lactam Ring Records mt084 2004 nice vinyl-only release with older recordings by the Dutch experimental ambience project with FRANS DE WAARD; organic & dark drone/musique concrete at its best ! lim. & numbered ed. 300, full colour inner sleeve, last copies available 17,00 www.brrrecords.com**

---

**BERG, MOLLY / OLIVIA BLOCK / STEVEN RODEN / STEPHEN TITICO - MOSS maxi-CD 12K 2010 2020 2011 recording of a unique live collaboration that happened in a Cathedral in San Jose, CA, in September 2010; one-tracker 24+ minutes of very instrumental & dense atmospheric improvisation, with colour insert, lim. 500 10,00 www.12k.com**

---

**BIBLE, JEREMY & JASON HENRY - Vowl CD-R Mystery Sea MS67 2011 minimal but multi-layered low-fi ambient noise from these two US soundartists; full-colour inkjetprint cover lim./numbered ed. 120 copies 12,00 www.frightenedambience.com**

---

**BIOSPHERE - N-Plants CD Touch TSO 84 2011 soundtrack to specific Japanese Nuclear Power Plants, finished about one month before the Fukushima catastrophe happened !!! 14,00 www.touchmusic.org.uk**

---

**BOKANOWSKI, MICHELE - same do-LP Doxy DOZDLP 407 2011 recorded live at Town Hall, NYC, in 1958, presenting some famous pieces for the very first time live; incl. booklet 23,00 www.pan-act.com**

---

**BUTTMANN, FRIEDER - Wie die Zeit vergeht LP PAN Records PAN 14 2011 legendary FRIEDER BUTTMANN (early member of D.A.F. and DIN-A TESTBILD) sings writings and reissues some STOCKHAUSEN-compositions from the 50s/60s in a diasthtic way! Comes in the usual deluxe PVC sleeve edition PAN is known for, lim. 500 20,00 www.pan-art.com**

---

**CAGE, JOHN - The 25th Annual retrospective Concert do-LP Doox DOZDLP 407 2011 recorded live at Town Hall, NYC, in 1958, presenting some famous pieces for the very first time live; incl. booklet 23,00 www.pan-act.com**

---

**CAGE, JOHN / DAVID TUDOR - indeterminacy: New Aspect of Form... do-LP Doox DOZDLP 406 2011 instrumental & electronic music originally issued 1959 on Smithsonian Folkways, based on a concept by DAVID TUDOR using one-minute stories and music in a special conceptual way; considered to be one of the best CAGE-albums, has never been re-issued on vinyl so far 23,00 www.pan-act.com**

---

**CALARCO, JUAN JOSE - Aguaterra CD Unfathomless U06 2011 sixth release in the great CD-series by MYSTERY SEA, dealing with "spirts of specific places"; Volume 6 presents this Argentinian composer with field recordings built on material made at two Ecological Parks in Mexico & Argentina; lim./ numb. 250 copies 14,00 www.unfathomless.net**

---

**CLUETT, SETH - Objects of Memory CD Unfathomless U06 2011 sixth release in the great CD-series by MYSTERY SEA, dealing with "spirts of specific places"; Volume 6 presents this Argentinian composer with field recordings built on material made at two Ecological Parks in Mexico & Argentina; lim./ numb. 250 copies 14,00 www.unfathomless.net**

---

**CLAVER, JUAN JOSE / ATACAMA - Building an Audience CD Touch TSO 84 2011 soundtrack to specific Japanese Nuclear Power Plants, finished about one month before the Fukushima catastrophe happened !!! 14,00 www.touchmusic.org.uk**

---

**CLOSING THE ETERNITY / AD LUX TENEBRAE - Skywards the Infinity do-CD Infinite Fog IF-11 / Eternal Pride Productions EPP-20 2011 numbered edition of only 89 copies, only available on pre-order & sold out at date of release, we got very few, comes in hardcover A5-digibook! High price unavoidable! Organic & complex ambience by two Russian / Siberian projects, excellent stuff ! 30,00 www.infinitedig.com**

---

**CLUETT, SETH - Objects of Memory CD LINE 048 2011 Five pieces rec. 2006-2009 for different occasions by this US American sound artist, performer and photographer 13,00 www.lineprint.com**

25 CRAWL UNIT - Tuscon, Mon Amour 7" Drone Records DR-28 1998 ONE 2nd hand copy in stock! (VG+) Lim./numb. 250, white vinyl, handmade cover! 15,00 www.donererecords.de

26 DAS SYNTHETISCHE MISCHGEWEBE - Casual Praise of Domestic Calamities CD Hypnagoga Pia02 2005 micro-concrete noise, the dissolution of any kind of structure & form! ed. of 500 / box / BACK IN STOCK! € 13,00

27 DER PLAN - Geri Reig LP Medical Records MR 005 2011 re-issue of their first LP from 1980, minimal synthetic avantgarde Pop from the vivid DÜSSELDORF-New Wave & Punk / Neue Deutsche Welle - scene at that time; lim. 550 copies coloured vinyl 20,00

28 DER PLAN - Normalette Surprise LP Medical Records MR 006 2011 re-issue of their second LP from 1981, incl. the tracks from the 7" "Da vorne steht ne Ampl;" lim. 550 copies coloured vinyl 20,00

29 DEUTSCH NEPAL - Rapist Park Junktion do-7" Anturkeia vinyl 009 avi 056 2010 six-track do-7" by the "ROBBIE WILLIAMS of the industrial-scene", feat. DEAD LETTERS SPELL OUT DEAD WORDS, comes in massive gatefold-cover, lim. 370 copies 16,00 www.anturkeia.org

30 DRUMM, KEVIN - Sheer Hellish Miasma do-LP Editions Mego 505V 2002 back in stock this great power-drone album made entirely of shortwave radio signals! 15,50 www.aliquotages.net

31 ELECTRIC URANUS / X-NAVI-ET - Voices of the Cosmos CD Beast of Prey bop 7.5 / ETER Records etel 12 2011 "Beyond a certain point, the whole universe becomes a continuous process of initiation" [ROBERT ANTON WILSON] - new collab project from Poland feat. RALAF IWANSKI of HATI and WOJCIECH ZIEBA (aka INFAMIS) - creating strong experimental drone pieces with electronic and acoustic means, using original extraterrestrial sounds captured from space and sounds from space missions...; the cd has also two video-tracks! 12,00 www.beastofprey.com

32 ELLENDE - Heavy Metal Drones 10" C-R Smeerlapen smeerp1 2011 "A manifesto with quite a lot, a rarest & deep profound writings that might change your life" - weird & surrealistic release by this anonymous band, with mysterious / absurd / confusing approach; and piercing, pulsating, overtuning analog drones on the record; comes with 14p. booklet, numb. ed. 300. For explorers of THEE OBSCURE... 17,50

33 ELODIE - Echos Pastoraux LP La Scie Doree SCIE 811 2011 debut album of new project by TIMO VAN LUIJK & ANDREW CHALK! Lim. 400 16,50 www.lasciedoree.be

34 EMIL BEAULIEAU - Americas Greatest Noise 10" + CD-R Smeerlappen smeerlap1 2011 "A manifesto with quite a lot, artistic nudes and deep profound writings that might change your life" - weird & surrealistic release by this anonymous band, with mysterious / absurd / confusing approach; and piercing, pulsating, overtuning analog drones on the record; comes with 14p. booklet, numb. ed. 300. For explorers of THEE OBSCURE... 17,50

35 EPSENDLER GEOMETRICO - Re-Pulsion LP Geometrik GR 2119 2011 four remixes of the "Pulsion" album, by ATOM TM, FRANK BRETSCHNEIDER, ANDREAS TILLIANDER, MOST SIGNIFICANT BEAT; numbered ed. 500, printed inner sleeve, high price unavoidable 19,00 www.geometrikrecords.com

36 EXIT IN GREY - Dim Lines CD-R Daphnia Records PH10 2008 subtle distortion drones, ultra wide & spheric, another nice release of this Russian guitar-drone project, somewhere between HUM, MAEROR TRI and PETER WRIGHT. Recommended for ultra-drone lovers!!! 9,00 http://www.ss.semperflorens.net/index.php/ph

37 EXIT IN GREY - Dominations: Audiometry CD-R Daphnia Records PH11 2009 re-issue of first mCDR from 2004, with 18min bonus track; peaceful & harmonic drone-ambience - very beautiful 9,00

38 EXIT IN GREY - Rakta sonic CD-R Daphnia Records PH09 2009 pure contemplative drone-muzak, soft & faeces-tinged washes, long drone-grotesque field recordings - 9,00 http://www.ss.semperflorens.net/index.php/ph

39 FIELD ROTATION - Acoustic Tales LP Denovali DEN99 2011 re-issue of cd by this German project which is produced to MAX RICHTER, PETER BRODERICK and TIM HECKER; lim. 500 / 780gr vinyl 26,00 www.denovali.com

40 FIRST HUMAN FERRO - Stardust CD Nitek patch nine 2011 dedicated to the 50th anniversary of the first manned flight into SPACE, this is a memoriam / tribute to all the people involved to make it possible... futuristic electronic noises, echoes, speech, lost melodies... strange & fliish & at times very beautiful digi-ambience from one of the main Ukrainian experimental acts! 12,00 www.nitteki.ru

41 FIVE ELEMENTS MUSIC - CTOK CD-R Still*Sleep ss17 2008 two long deep drone-drone pieces mainly based on water-sounds, but also lots of other field recording details appear... 9,00

42 FIVE ELEMENTS MUSIC - Herbal Cemetary CD-R Still*Sleep ss19 2009 organic drone-muzak made from field recordings from rustling leaves, herbs, branches, blowing wind, etc... as everything from this Russian project is highly recommended for any "archaic / pure sound / transcendental drone" listener!! 9,00 http://www.ss.semperflorens.net/index.php/ss-line

43 FIVE ELEMENTS MUSIC - Pictures from Sand: Boiling Line CD-R Still*Sleep ss18 2008 two mini-albums combined on one CDR, with Focus on sand and boiling water; ultra-minimal & contemplative archaic hiss-drone and concrete micro-sounds for a higher awareness listening...... 9,00 http://www.ss.semperflorens.net/index.php/ss-line

44 FOVEA HEX - Here is where we used to sing CD Janet Records JRDS004A 2011 new album with 11 tracks by the group around CLODAGH SIMMONDS, etereal & most beautiful nightshade "dreambient" songwriting... feat. COLIN POTTER, MICHAEL BEGG, and many more guest-musicians like JULIA KENT, JOHN CONTRERAS, BRIAN ENO... 9,00 www.janetrecords.com

45 GENOCIDE ORGAN - Under-Kontrakt CD Tesco Org. TESCO 085 2011 new album dealing with mercenary & military contractors - 11 tracks of threatening & fiercing ambient industrial noise...comes in special digipack 7,00 www.teesco.org

46 GILBERT, BRUCE - This Way with The Shivering Man do-LP Editions Mego 1028V 2011 re-issue of BRUCE GILBERTS (WIRE, DOME) solo-albums from 1984 & 1986; gatefold-cover 20,00 www.editionsmegomco

47 GILBERT, HELENA - Mikroklimata CD Entr'acte 91 2010 Stunning digitalized micro drone-ambience, full of unusual structures & sounds... second ed. 300 copies, comes in blue printed silver anti-static bag 9,00 www.entrapece.co.uk

48 GÖLZ, STEFFEN - Concretel.properties CD Semperflorens sf05 2011 re-issue of CD by an obscure German artist, music based on specific materials found in the immediate environment. 13,00 www.semperflorens.net

49 GRZINICH, JOHN - Surface Scripts CD Semperflorens sf05 2010 magic concrete drones inspired by the "time-worn processes" of nature creating specific acoustics in specific materials... hard to describe aural atmospherics, but its very beautiful and secret; highly recommended again!! 14,00 www.semperflorens.net

50 GÜNTER, BERNHARD / STEVE RODEN - Japan CD Trente Oiseaux TOC 015 2001 BACK IN STOCK, split CD with three pieces released on their Japan tour 2001 14,00

51 HANSON, STEN - The Sonosopher Retrospective LP Alga Marghen plana H 6VocSon 1998 "Skärp dig, för fan!" Extreme Sound Poetry by the legendary Swedish artist, a retrospective with works from 1965-1995; last copies, lim. 545 20,00

52 HARTMAN, ANN - A Chord Collection CD Screamin Ours Screamin OURS 1999 "Retroactive" CD of Dave's Chord Collection, featuring unreleased songs & compositions full of rich details. Highly recommended again!! 14,50 www.komplott.com

53 HOOKER - Sun Pandämonium do-LP Editions Mego 1027V 2011 re-issue of BRUCE GILBERTS (WIRE, DOME) solo-albums from 1984 & 1986; gatefold-cover 20,00 www.editionsmegomco

54 HANSON, STEN - The Sonosopher Retrospective LP Alga Marghen plana H 6VocSon 1998 "Skärp dig, för fan!" Extreme Sound Poetry by the legendary Swedish artist, a retrospective with works from 1965-1995; last copies, lim. 545 20,00

55 HANSON, STEN - The Sonosopher Retrospective LP Alga Marghen plana H 6VocSon 1998 "Skärp dig, för fan!" Extreme Sound Poetry by the legendary Swedish artist, a retrospective with works from 1965-1995; last copies, lim. 545 20,00

56 HANSON, STEN - The Sonosopher Retrospective LP Alga Marghen plana H 6VocSon 1998 "Skärp dig, för fan!" Extreme Sound Poetry by the legendary Swedish artist, a retrospective with works from 1965-1995; last copies, lim. 545 20,00

57 HANSON, STEN - The Sonosopher Retrospective LP Alga Marghen plana H 6VocSon 1998 "Skärp dig, för fan!" Extreme Sound Poetry by the legendary Swedish artist, a retrospective with works from 1965-1995; last copies, lim. 545 20,00

58 HANSON, STEN - The Sonosopher Retrospective LP Alga Marghen plana H 6VocSon 1998 "Skärp dig, för fan!" Extreme Sound Poetry by the legendary Swedish artist, a retrospective with works from 1965-1995; last copies, lim. 545 20,00
58 HUNTING LODGE - The Will CD Dark Vinyl Records DY#10 1992 one of two truly early US-American Industrial music classics - originally released on S/M Operations in 1983, feat. additional vocals & tape material by FRANCISCO LOPEZ (!) and MASAMI AKITA ! On this CD re-issue are diverse bonus tracks not to find on the vinyl. Rhythmic, noisy, dark ecstatic stuff! 14,00 www.darkvinyl.com

59 ILLUSION OF SAFETY / THOMAS KÖNER - Untitled 7" Die Stadt DS50 2002 back in stock, soon to be rare! lim./numbered 400 8,50 www.diestadtmusik.de

60 INAD - The Inception of the Solar Architects CD LOK! Fearbation LOK! 50 2009 latest studio album which sold out very quickly, now re-pressed!! 13,00 www.loki-found.de

61 INNER VISION LABORATORY - Anywhere out of this World CD Beast of Prey bop 7.0 2010 promising act from Poland presenting very varied emotional dark ambient with a very melancholic touch, using acoustic instruments like piano & violin & field recordings of beautiful eastern-european choirs, etc... for friends of DESIDERER, RAISON D'ETRE, etc., lim. 500. 12,00 www.beastofprey.com

62 IRM - Red Album CD Autarkiea acd 054 2010 re-issue of the very first IRM album from 1999 (Cold Meat Industry); noisy industrial drones & pulses and harsh vocal attacks, lim. 500 13,00 www.autarkiea.org

63 JAZZKAMMER - New water mCd Ohm Records 1.3 Ohm 2003 second live mCd by the experimental project of LASSE MARHAUG & JOHN HEGRE on OHM; recorded live 04 & 05.2011 in Singapore 16,50 www.ohmrecords.no

64 JAZZKAMMER - Sound of Music mCd Ohm Music mCd project of LASSE MARHAUG & JOHN HEGRE; recorded live 11.2001 in Tokyo 6,50 www.ohmrecords.no

65 JERMAN, JEPH - Prayer / Tactus CD Semperfolios sf01 2008 concrete drones & noises by this long active US soundartist, based on very source sound-sources, i.e. "Tingley's machine, Tibetan prayer wheels, burden basket, stones, volcanoes..." - first release on the new label of Sergey Suhovic, member of EXIT IN GREY & FIVE ELEMENTS MUSIC! Lim. 500 DVD sized cover 13,00 www.semperfolios.net

66 JESU - Ascension "traditional" album since 2007

67 KORBER, THOMAS / RALF WEHNOWSKY - Walkren am Dornenbaum CD Autarkiea acd 004 2009 undescribable challenging, complex aural landscapes based on real time interactions / improvisations and additional compositional executions & transformations : lim. 300 printed anti-static bag 13,00 www.autarkiea.org

68 KRAFT, KONRAD - Temporary Audioculptures and Artefacts CD Auf Abwegen aap33 2011 first release since 15 years by this German artist from Düsseldorf who once ran the SDV-Tonträger label; excellent electronic and concrete sound based "audio sculptures" that reminded us on earlier works of ASMUS TIETCHENS, but he’s also compared with ISLAND OF SAFETY or CISFINITUM; lim. 500 in special carton folder 13,00 www.aufabwegen.com

69 LOOP - Arc-Lite 12" Situation Two SIT 64 T 1989 psychedelic drone-rock by the ex band with ROBERT HAMPSON / MAIN; 3-track 12" with remix by DANIEL MILLER; one 2nd hand copy in stock, very good condition 10,00

70 LOSCIL, FRANCISCO - Untitled # 90 CD Ohm Records 1.1 Ohm 2002 re-issue of a CD that appeared on PRE-FEED in 1999, pure INSECT SOUNDS. This is Sonic Biology! Comes in the same minimal design with no real cover as other UNTITLED releases in this phase... one-track 46 minutes, special priced 10,00 www.ohmrecords.no

71 LOSCIL - Coast / Range / Arc CD Glacial Movements GM010 2011 inspired by the coastal mountains of the Pacific Northwest; a strong new album by the Canadian electronic / trance ambient project 10,00 www.ohmrecords.no

72 LOOP - Arc-Lite 12" Situation Two SIT 64 T 1989 psychedelic drone-rock by the ex band with ROBERT HAMPSON / MAIN; 3-track 12" with remix by DANIEL MILLER; one 2nd hand copy in stock, very good condition 10,00

73 LOOP - Arc-Lite 12" Situation Two SIT 64 T 1989 psychedelic drone-rock by the ex band with ROBERT HAMPSON / MAIN; 3-track 12" with remix by DANIEL MILLER; one 2nd hand copy in stock, very good condition 10,00

74 LOOP - Arc-Lite 12" Situation Two SIT 64 T 1989 psychedelic drone-rock by the ex band with ROBERT HAMPSON / MAIN; 3-track 12" with remix by DANIEL MILLER; one 2nd hand copy in stock, very good condition 10,00

75 LOOP - Arc-Lite 12" Situation Two SIT 64 T 1989 psychedelic drone-rock by the ex band with ROBERT HAMPSON / MAIN; 3-track 12" with remix by DANIEL MILLER; one 2nd hand copy in stock, very good condition 10,00

76 LOOP - Arc-Lite 12" Situation Two SIT 64 T 1989 psychedelic drone-rock by the ex band with ROBERT HAMPSON / MAIN; 3-track 12" with remix by DANIEL MILLER; one 2nd hand copy in stock, very good condition 10,00

77 LOOP - Arc-Lite 12" Situation Two SIT 64 T 1989 psychedelic drone-rock by the ex band with ROBERT HAMPSON / MAIN; 3-track 12" with remix by DANIEL MILLER; one 2nd hand copy in stock, very good condition 10,00

78 LOOP - Arc-Lite 12" Situation Two SIT 64 T 1989 psychedelic drone-rock by the ex band with ROBERT HAMPSON / MAIN; 3-track 12" with remix by DANIEL MILLER; one 2nd hand copy in stock, very good condition 10,00

79 LOOP - Arc-Lite 12" Situation Two SIT 64 T 1989 psychedelic drone-rock by the ex band with ROBERT HAMPSON / MAIN; 3-track 12" with remix by DANIEL MILLER; one 2nd hand copy in stock, very good condition 10,00

80 LOOP - Arc-Lite 12" Situation Two SIT 64 T 1989 psychedelic drone-rock by the ex band with ROBERT HAMPSON / MAIN; 3-track 12" with remix by DANIEL MILLER; one 2nd hand copy in stock, very good condition 10,00

81 LOOP - Arc-Lite 12" Situation Two SIT 64 T 1989 psychedelic drone-rock by the ex band with ROBERT HAMPSON / MAIN; 3-track 12" with remix by DANIEL MILLER; one 2nd hand copy in stock, very good condition 10,00

82 LOOP - Arc-Lite 12" Situation Two SIT 64 T 1989 psychedelic drone-rock by the ex band with ROBERT HAMPSON / MAIN; 3-track 12" with remix by DANIEL MILLER; one 2nd hand copy in stock, very good condition 10,00

83 LOOP - Arc-Lite 12" Situation Two SIT 64 T 1989 psychedelic drone-rock by the ex band with ROBERT HAMPSON / MAIN; 3-track 12" with remix by DANIEL MILLER; one 2nd hand copy in stock, very good condition 10,00

84 LOOP - Arc-Lite 12" Situation Two SIT 64 T 1989 psychedelic drone-rock by the ex band with ROBERT HAMPSON / MAIN; 3-track 12" with remix by DANIEL MILLER; one 2nd hand copy in stock, very good condition 10,00

85 LOOP - Arc-Lite 12" Situation Two SIT 64 T 1989 psychedelic drone-rock by the ex band with ROBERT HAMPSON / MAIN; 3-track 12" with remix by DANIEL MILLER; one 2nd hand copy in stock, very good condition 10,00

86 LOOP - Arc-Lite 12" Situation Two SIT 64 T 1989 psychedelic drone-rock by the ex band with ROBERT HAMPSON / MAIN; 3-track 12" with remix by DANIEL MILLER; one 2nd hand copy in stock, very good condition 10,00

87 LOOP - Arc-Lite 12" Situation Two SIT 64 T 1989 psychedelic drone-rock by the ex band with ROBERT HAMPSON / MAIN; 3-track 12" with remix by DANIEL MILLER; one 2nd hand copy in stock, very good condition 10,00

88 LOOP - Arc-Lite 12" Situation Two SIT 64 T 1989 psychedelic drone-rock by the ex band with ROBERT HAMPSON / MAIN; 3-track 12" with remix by DANIEL MILLER; one 2nd hand copy in stock, very good condition 10,00